THE  AUTHORITY  OF   SCIENCE
though both ultimately tended in the same direction. Kenan's
ultra-critical faculty put people on their guard against ready-
made systems ; but ended in fact in warning them against one
system only, that of democratic idealism, without realizing
that such a one-sided warning would only cause them to fall
into the clutches of another and contrary system, Taine was,
as it were, waiting for them, having erected, under the plea
of an entirely detached criticism, a system every whit as
dogmatic as the system he scorned, into which flocked those
people whom Renan had meant to warn against systems in
general. Thus Renan acted as a kind of decoy to Taine.
Of those who were directly influenced by Comte, Taine was
in many ways the most striking representative. He is much
nearer Comte than Renan,1 and in fact it may probably be said
that all the really best in Comte is to be found in Taine, with
a great deal more; that in so far as the method of physical
scientific investigation can be applied to human affairs, Taine
stands out as the great exponent of the method, so that it has
been truly said that the thinking machine he built was used
by two generations : for forty years all leading ideas bore his
mark.2
" The starting-point of my studies," said Taine,3 " is not
an a priori conception, an hypothesis concerning nature; it. is
something I have noticed by very simple experimentation, to
the effect that everything ' abstract' is but an * extract,' drawn
out, torn out of the concrete which is its natural setting,
whether physical phenomenon or individual; which leads us to
study and produce monographs, to insist upon circumstantial
examples, to study each generalization in one or several
franfais.du Dix-neuvieme Siecle (1856), Essais de Critique et d'Histdre (1857),
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1	"Taine et Renan ont fait plus que tous les Positivistes pour la diffusion
des idees de Comte. . . . Taine trouve chez Comte 1'origine de la plupart de
ses idees directrices" (Levy-Bran!, La PMlosephie d'Auguste Comte, p. 21).
2	Boutmy, quoted by Giraud, H. Taine, p. xxv.
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